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C-Mod simulations investigate effects of impurity 
fueling profile
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Two C-Mod simulations are initiated with same 
geometry, differing Ar profiles:



All REs are lost in C-Mod simulations
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Edge-peaked case has very slight current bump
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Mid-plane losses exhibit symmetry of dominant 
toroidal mode
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Mid-plane losses exhibit symmetry of dominant 
toroidal mode
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Mid-plane losses exhibit symmetry of dominant 
toroidal mode
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Ar mixing is due to 1/1 mode

Core Ar density 
rise is not just 
due to nd_diff

Edge peaked case 
has “equilibrium” 
core Te of ~150 eV



DIII-D simulations for two plasma shapes

RE plateaus nearly 
100% of the time 

Diverted plasma is 
also higher  than 
limited discharge

Initial [R,Z] locations for 1758 REs

#137611 #140586

RE plateaus ~50% 
of the time 



Diverted simulation: Comparison with GATO

NUF Student (M. Kornbluth) has run GATO for a bunch of diverted RE 
experiments using EFIT after Ar pellet injection. Found correlation between 
linear n=1 eigenmode and RE current:

On-axis peaked n=1 mode  Low RE current
Off-axis peaked n=1 mode   High RE current

NIMROD and GATO are doing two 
totally different things:

NIMROD starts with stable EFIT 
before Ar pellet injection, evolves 
to unstable state

Is there any connection between 
this GATO finding and the NIMROD 
simulation of 137611?



Initial n=1 mode is narrow, off-axis peaked in 
NIMROD

Compare this mode 
with GATO result for 
137611



Remarkable correspondence between location of 
n=1 peak, which is key factor in GATO correlation

Normalized poloidal flux

Normalized 
n=1 
amplitude

GATO: The off-axis peaked n=1 mode is correlated across shots with high RE current

NIMROD: This particular n=1 mode doesn’t deconfine any REs in NIMROD



Limited DIII-D simulation: Comparison with data

HXR signals at MP



ITER Simulation (with 6 modes, eta_t_max=300)



Seed REs thermalize, only 7 REs escape



Problem near the separatrix?

This is 
suspicious



Summary

C-Mod: Differences between different Ar profiles may be less 
significant that differences between devices– does C-Mod just 
confine REs more poorly? 

DIII-D: Limited simulations matches some details in the HXR 
data. Diverted simulations shows promising agreement with 
GATO on mode structure and RE confinement implitications.

ITER: Successfully simulated ITER TQ and significant fraction of 
CQ, but RE confinement results are not yet believable, possibly 
numerical/resolution issues

Putting all this together into a coherent story for IAEA in the next 
couple of weeks… input appreciated


